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Every piece on display here is an exhibition copy. Purchasers will receive newly printed archival versions. Still, please do not touch to preserve these for future exhibitions. Use gloves when viewing the two books (ask at office if there are no gloves out; if no gloves are available, handle paper only by the very edge). 

Clockwise, starting with the west wall to the left of the entrance:
West wall, turning left from entrance:
Accretions 6: Niemeyer, Niteroi (2005)                                                           $3,500
The complete work is nine sheets, edition of 15, archival inkjet prints on paper, each 13X20 inches 
[This exhibition copy is only 18.5 inches wide.]         
Individual sheets in editions of seven are also available, from $500 to $1,400 each.
[The Museum of Contemporary Art, Niteroi, Brazil. Architect: Oscar Niemeyer.]

North wall
Permutations 1: Reuss River, Views 6.3 (2007)       				         $1,800	
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 38X48 inches
[The Reuss River as it runs through the center of Lucerne, Switzerland.]    

(Top right) Permutations 1: Reuss River, 3.4  (2007)                                         $800
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 18X30 inches	
						 
(Bottom right)  Permutations 1: Reuss River, 6.6 (2007)                                 $1,200
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 24X37 inches    
                                                    
East wall
Accretions 16: Mezquita (2007)					                              $5,000
The complete work is ten sheets, edition of 15, archival inkjet prints on paper, each 22X32 inches
Individual sheets in editions of seven are also available, from $600 to $1,500 each.
[The Great Mosque, Córdoba, Spain.]
		           
South wall
Trips 1: Toledo to Chicago (2007)							$3.500
Edition of 15, archival inkjet print on paper, 44X82 inches    
                                                                        
(Above doorway) Permutations 2: Berdan Forest, 5.2  (2007)			$1,000 
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 17X35 inches
[The Berdan Building, Toledo, Ohio.]

West wall, to the left of exit when facing exit 
Accretions 12: Berdan Building (2006)			                              $4,500
The complete work is ten sheets, edition of 15, archival inkjet prints on paper, each 20X24 inches
Individual sheets in editions of seven are also available, from $600 to $1,500 each.
					
Wall to left (East) of stairway		
(Left) Permutations 3: Pompeii, 13.2 (2007)   		                 	           $2,100  
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 29X41 inches 

 (Top right) Permutations 3: Pompeii, 3.3 (2007)                                                 $800
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 13X31 inches

(Middle right) Permutations 3: Pompeii, 6.2  (2007)                                        $1,200
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 30X22 inches

Wall to right (West) of top of stairway
(Top) Permutations 2: Berdan Forest, 13.2  (2007)  		                     $2,100         
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 30X39 inches

(Bottom)  Permutations 2: Berdan Forest, 8.2  (2007)     			          $1,600
Edition of one, archival inkjet print on paper, 30X27 inches

Table in center of room
Adjacencies 2: Iowa Highway (2005)                                                            	$5,000
33 sheets bound as book, edition of 15, archival inkjet prints on paper, each 13X23 inches    
The complete set, edition of 15, can be purchased either as a hand sewn book or on separate 13x19 sheets. Each sheet is also available singly in editions of seven, $350. 

Sequences 5: White and Gray and (2006)                                                    	$9,000    
37 sheets bound as a book, edition of 15, archival inkjet prints on paper, each 17X29 inches
The complete set, edition of 15, can be purchased either as a hand sewn book or on separate 17x25 sheets. Each sheet is also available singly in editions of seven, $600.
[From a bridge over the Dobra River near Novigrad na Dobra, Croatia. Dedicated to Kyle Canterbury.]

[Sizes are rounded off to the nearest inch. Prices are subject to increase during the exhibition.]
__________________________________________________________________
The works in the "Accretions," "Adjacencies," and "Sequences" groups consist of multiple sheets; each work is many sheets. They can be viewed in three ways: framed and mounted on the wall, or viewed as a sequence from an archival storage box,  or as pages of hand sewn books. For this exhibition, I have chosen to present Adjacencies 2: Iowa Highway and Sequences 5: White and Gray and as books. These exhibition copies are just bound with clips; the final versions will be hand sewn on the left.

Each sheet in the "Permutations" group is a separate work, and each is a unique edition of one. For any that are sold, the exhibition copies will either be destroyed, or retained as artist's proofs; only one of each will be sold. They will look best, I believe, in groups of three or more. 

The complete "Accretions," "Adjacencies," and also Sequences 5: White and Gray and, are sold in editions of 15; each sheet is available separately in an edition of 7. The separate sheet editions will have the title printed in small letters just below the image area.

www.fredcamper.com						email f@fredcamper.com

